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In an effort to determine what type of schedule you had set for other chapters (so that I would have some 

guidelines for setting a schedule for Chapter 4), I asked Ron what his timetable is. He handed me your 

"Timetable for Completion" of the report, which I had not seen before. Barring any enormous and unexpected 

work emergencies and subject, of course, to Bob's approval, I would like to give you the first draft by the end 

of the day on Friday, May 29. To Bob's credit, he has told me that his 9 pages on CIA issues (that are already 

part of the current draft) are essentially the complete first draft. (I think he may just need to flesh out the 

commentary on a few of his sections.) As I understand our division of labor on this chapter, I am to write the 

remainder of the first draft of the chapter, so I suspect that the recommended deadline is largely up to me. 

(The final deadline is, of course, entirely up to you.)To: Jeremy Gunn/ARRBcc: From: Laura Denk/ARRBDate: 

05/12/98 04:40:45 PMSubject: Re: Final ReportHow should I interpret your reply?I would be happy to talk to 

you either this afternoon, tomorrow, or Thursday about a schedule for completing chapter 4. To: Laura 

Denk/ARRBcc: From: Jeremy Gunn/ARRBDate: 05/12/98 03:51:26 PMSubject: Re: Final ReportSniff sniff and 

clap clap.Please talk to Bob when he gets back and work out a clear plan to complete the draft of Chapter 

4.To: Jeremy Gunn/ARRBcc: From: Laura Denk/ARRBDate: 05/12/98 03:03:32 PMSubject: Re: Final 

ReportJeremy,I will be in Kansas this weekend for my brother's graduation, so I can't make the 3 pm meeting 

on Friday. To: Allcc: From: Jeremy Gunn/ARRB Date: 05/12/98 02:53:22 PMSubject: Final ReportI would like to 

meet with all staff members on Friday at 3:00 who have responsibilites for working on the Final Report. Please 

let me know if that time creates any problem. Please be prepared to give me an update as to where you are in 

terms of the schedule.
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